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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company has client computers that run Windows 8. The company
uses Windows BitLocker Drive Encryption with the data-only
option on all client computers.
You delete a file containing highly confidential information
from your computer.
You need to clear the free space on the hard drive to minimize
the chance of the confidential information being recovered.
Which command should you run on the client computer?
A. BdeHdCfg -target c: shrink
B. manage-bde -w
C. chkdsk /spotfix
D. diskpart clean

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
A company has developed several AWS Glue jobs to validate and
transform its data from Amazon S3 and load it into Amazon RDS
for MySQL in batches once every day. The ETL jobs read the S3
data using a DynamicFrame. Currently, the ETL developers are
experiencing challenges in processing only the incremental data
on every run, as the AWS Glue job processes all the S3 input
data on each run.
Which approach would allow the developers to solve the issue
with minimal coding effort?
A. Have the ETL jobs read the data from Amazon S3 using a
DataFrame.
B. Enable job bookmarks on the AWS Glue jobs.
C. Create custom logic on the ETL jobs to track the processed
S3 objects.
D. Have the ETL jobs delete the processed objects or data from
Amazon S3 after each run.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
When testing requirements planning in plant 1000, you receive
the error message displayed below. Large numbers of materials
are already available in plant 1000. As a first step in solving
the problem, you activate requirements planning in the
Customizing for plant 1000.
What further tasks do you perform before you can use
requirements planning in plant 1000 in SAP ECC?
A. Set up the planning files in Customizing and specify the
plant parameters for plant 1000 in Customizing of the MRP
group.
B. Set up the planning file in Customizing and specify the
plant parameters for plant 1000 in the MRP views in material
master.
C. Activate requirements planning in Customizing for MRP areas
in plant 1000 and specify the plant parameters for plant 1000
in the MRP views in material master.
D. Set up the planning file in Customizing and specify the
plant parameters for plant 1000 in Customizing.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
It is advised that you watch the Amazon CloudWatch "_____"
metric (available via the AWS Management Console or Amazon
Cloud Watch APIs) carefully and recreate the Read Replica

should it fall behind due to replication errors.
A. Single Replica
B. Write Lag
C. Replica Lag
D. Read Replica
Answer: C
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